Falinge Park High School

Remote Learning for KS3 Pupils – Staying Safe


Until 2021 you will be receiving online learning following the 60:40 blended learning.



You must know your lesson timetable as you will be following the same timetable at
home. You must ensure you follow ALL the timings on your timetable accurately.



On the days when you work from home you will log onto Google Classroom at 8:30 to
meet with your tutor via video. The register will be taken and you will do form time
activities.



You will follow your timetable, starting with Period 1 at 8:50 and attend live lessons with
your teachers via Google Classroom. Each teacher will take a register. At the end of the
lesson you will need to access your next lesson via Google Classroom or have a break
(10:45-11am) or lunch (1-1:45pm). It is important to stick to these times as the lessons
are being delivered live and your attendance is monitored by your Head of Year.



If you do not log into both form and lesson sessions your Head of Year will ring home.



You do not need to wear your uniform on the days you are learning at home, but you
must wear appropriate clothing as you will be visible to your teacher. No pyjamas!



You can turn the video off when taking part in a task. You must have the video on at the
beginning of the lesson and when answering questions. Teachers can mute you unless
you are asked to speak.



Log on from a shared space in your house (not your bedroom). Make sure that no-one
else in your home can be seen in the video during lessons.



Lessons may be recorded and the chat saved



Any inappropriate behaviour or comments will be managed the same as they would in
school.



If you are struggling to log on due to technology or internet issues you must ensure your
parents call the school or Head of Year to inform them.



You should be using a laptop/computer to log on and NOT a mobile phone.
Chromebooks can be loaned from school.

